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How this offer works
Orders by telephone, website, post and fax will be 
accepted. 

If you would like to order via the website, visit  
thewinesociety.com/enprimeur.  

Orders need to arrive at Stevenage by 8pm, Tuesday 17th 
July, 2018 and will be processed thereafter. Members whose 
orders have been received by this date will receive confirmation of 
their purchase by Wednesday 8th August, 2018 at the latest. 

If you wish to receive e-mail notifications for this and subsequent 
opening offers, and have not already notified us, please see the 
order form for instructions. 

If demand exceeds supply 
The Society has a long relationship with many of the producers in 
this offer and access to good quantities of wine. It is possible 
however that demand may exceed supply for individual wines, in 
which case we will share out (as far as is practical) the available 
stock equally amongst ordering members. If this still does not 
allow every member to have some wine, then as a final resort we 
divide members into groups depending on their level of support 
for The Society (quantity of wine bought, spend, orders placed 
etc). Members who have given greater support to The Society will 
have a better chance (but no certainty) of being allocated wine, 
and those who have given less support will have a lesser chance 
(but still a chance). We will offer a similar wine as a substitute if 
the original choice cannot be provided, or members may nominate 
their own substitute when ordering. Doing so will not lessen the 
chance of receiving the original wine. 

Members’ Reserves
The Society’s Members’ Reserves offers members access to 
optimum storage conditions. The annual rental charge is £9.84  
per case per year (members paying by Direct Debit are charged  
a discounted rate of £8.64 to pass on the savings this payment 
method provides us), inclusive of VAT and insurance at 
replacement value. You can also remove a few bottles of a  
full case stored in Reserves. Please visit our website 
thewinesociety.com/reserves for more details. 

IN-BOND RESERVES
You can now store your en primeur wines with The Society  
‘in bond’. Duty and VAT on wines stored in this way will be 
payable only when the wines are withdrawn from Reserves. 

What the price includes
n	 	Prices shown include delivery to a UK address. They do not 

include excise duty or VAT.

n	 	Payment of duty and VAT, at the prevailing rate (currently 
£25.98 duty per 12 75cl-bottle case, £12.99 per six-bottle case 
and 20% VAT payable on wine and duty) will be requested 
once the wines are removed for delivery or collection from 
Stevenage. The wines will arrive in the UK in summer 
2020.

n	 	Once the wines arrive, members may opt to have them 
delivered within the UK or stored in Members’ Reserves.

Notes 
n	 	Wines are offered in cases of 12, 6 or 3 as indicated. 

Please read the full terms and conditions for this offer set out  
on the enclosed order form and on our website before placing 
your order.
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Uncork with confidence

The Wine Society is a mutual organisation, so our members’ satisfaction  
is paramount. If, for any reason, you haven’t enjoyed a wine we want to hear 
about it and will happily offer a credit, a replacement or a refund.  
thewinesociety.com/promise

en primeur

BORDEAUX 2017
Beautifully balanced clarets – fragrant, intense and fresh 

We have been visiting Bordeaux to taste the new 
vintage for many years… but we have never 
encountered a year quite like 2017.

I found some wonderfully fragrant wines with beautiful balance, 
displaying intensity and fresh, long-lasting flavour. Interestingly for  
a vintage that suffered such extremes of weather, I found the 
quality of the wines to be very consistent, both across the 
different communes of the left and right banks, and at all price 
levels (with the exception of the most basic generic claret). 

The reds have the structure to ensure long life, but tannins are 
soft and silky, so many of these wines will be a delight to drink 
relatively young. Top Médocs are completely dominated by 
cabernet sauvignon, which is their trump card in great years. 
Pomerol produced glorious full fragrant but fresh merlot. Christian 
Moueix, whom you can always trust to give an honest assessment 
of the new vintage, described 2017 as surprisingly good, in some 
instances very good indeed.

This is all very good news considering that 2017 will forever be 
associated with the frost of 27th and 28th April, the most 
destructive in more than a quarter of a century. Angludet, Grand 
Corbin Despagne, La Pointe and Climens, for example, have 
produced no grand vin in 2017. In complete contrast to this 
heartbreaking news, however, all the classic Médoc vineyards that 
sit on gravel slopes beside the Gironde have made a full crop of 
marvellous wine, benefitting from the precocity of vine growth 
which made many others vulnerable. Top châteaux of the 
Pomerol plateau and on the limestone ridge beside the town of 
Saint-Emilion were similarly (largely) untouched by frost damage, 
and produced beautifully ripe grapes.

The key to making the best wines in 2017 was not to over-extract 
in the winery. Philippe Dambrine at Château Cantemerle likened 
the handling of grapes to making a good cup of tea – ‘infusion, not 
extraction’ was his pithy metaphor!

All in all, this was a vintage which demanded close observation, 
good decision making, hard work and the luck to have frost-free 
vines. But the happy result is a group of lovely fragrant clarets 
with depth of flavour and class, and a very promising future. 

OF THE YEAR 2017
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Never bought  
en primeur before?
Find out why this is the perfect vintage  
to start…
As you’ll see from our buyer Tim’s write-up this is an 
exciting Bordeaux vintage and we’re thrilled to share it 
with you. By buying the 2017 wines ‘en primeur’ 
(before they are bottled), you’ll be reserving something 
very special for the future. These wines will arrive in 
summer 2020, after which you can either take delivery 
straight away or store them with us.

The best-value picks of the vintage
Choosing from over 70 wines will be a joy to some, 
but we’re keenly aware it will represent a headache for 
many others! That’s why we’ve put together a selection 
of 12 wines here that encapsulate all the joys of 2017’s 
Bordeaux reds at especially good prices.

 Red wines. 
 Ref In-Bond delivered pricen

1 CB5441 Château Pey la Tour Réserve, Bordeaux Supérieur  £67 per dozen
   This perennial Society favourite is brimming with expressive, plummy merlot fruit this year, offering 

subtle dark chocolate, vanilla and black-cherry character, and a generous finish. 2021–2026. 14%

2 CB5451 Nectar de la Grave, Bourg  £75 per dozen
   This rounded, succulent merlot is the top cuvée from longtime member favourite Château de la 

Grave. Understated bilberry freshness with a hint of wild herbs here. 2020–2028. 13.5%

3 CM22031 Château Tour Saint Bonnet, Médoc  £83 per dozen
   A fine effort from this consistently good château up in the northern reaches of the Médoc. 

Displaying classic bright fruit character and good density on the palate, this will evolve into a lovely 
claret. 2020–2027. 13%

4 CB5471 Château Reynon Rouge, Cadillac Côtes de Bordeaux   £83 per dozen
   Though better known for their white wines, the Dubourdieu family’s focus on their reds has led to 

significant strides in quality and their 2017 Reynon is excellent. Mostly merlot, with 11% petit verdot 
and 4% cabernet, this is expressive and fruity, full and rich. 2020–2028. 14%

5 CM21911 Château Caronne Sainte Gemme, Haut-Médoc £92 per dozen
   A lovely full, fragrant claret with attractive purity. The château lost 85% of its crop to frost but we 

have managed to secure a sizeable proportion of what remains. The petit verdot component of the 
blend is higher than usual (10%) with 65% cabernet sauvignon and 25% merlot. 2021–2028. 12.5% 
Halves (CM21912) and magnums (CM21914) available. 

6 CB5491 Madame Château de Pitray, Castillon Côtes de Bordeaux  £92 per dozen
   Excellent value. This ripe and succulent blend (mostly merlot, with 30% cabernet franc and a little 

malbec) has delicious richness and depth, and compares favourably to many a Saint-Emilion with a 
considerably bigger price tag. 2022–2032. 14%

7 CM21921 Château Cissac, Haut-Médoc  £95 per dozen
   Absolute benchmark left-bank claret: a harmonious and finely tuned medium-weight wine with 

cedary cabernet flavour backed up by the succulence of healthy merlot. 2023–2032. 13%

8 CM21881 Château Beaumont, Haut-Médoc  £105 per dozen
   An appealing and attractive Beaumont which displays all the hallmarks that members have come to 

love about this traditional estate. Supple with fine tannins, the 2017 will bring drinking pleasure over 
the medium term. 2020–2028. 13% Halves (CM21882) and magnums (CM21884) available.

9 CS11021 Château Puygueraud, Francs Côtes de Bordeaux  £53 per six
   Fresh, ripe and polished claret, with attractive mouthfeel and good depth of flavour. Sadly a small 

crop this year, however, with a higher proportion of cabernet franc and malbec than normal.  
2023–2030. 14%

2017 ESSENTIAL BORDEAUX CASE
2026 to 2027

A 12-bottle case containing one bottle of 

Nectar de la Grave, Bourg 
Château Caronne Sainte Gemme, Haut-Médoc
Lacoste Borie, Pauillac
Château Tour St Bonnet, Médoc 
Château La Dauphine, Fronsac 
Château Beaumont, Haut-Médoc 
Château Puy-Blanquet, Saint-Emilion 
Château Lalande-Borie, Saint-Julien
Madame Château de Pitray, Castillon Côtes de 
Bordeaux 
Château Cantemerle, Haut-Médoc 
Château Chasse-Spleen, Moulis 
Baron de Brane, Margaux

77 ref OC4496 at £164

I visited Bordeaux twice in April 2018 to taste the vintage, spending 
as much time as possible getting to know its unique character, 
seeking out the best of the best and fine-tuning my selection. In 
this offer, you’ll find those wines that I felt really stood out.

This year, for the first time, we are including indicative alcohol 
levels for all the wines in this offer. Please note that these are 
intended as a guideline, and may vary slightly before bottling.

For those who like variety, there are nine mixed cases to choose 
from, including for the first time this year, a ‘Class of 2017’ case of 
three top châteaux. For those who find a whole case from a top 
property out of reach price-wise, this six-bottle collection of three 
different wines is a great option. At the back of the offer you will 
also find a selection of our favourite dry whites (which enjoyed a 
superb vintage) and some delicious sweet wines from Sauternes 
and Barsac.

THE WEATHER 
A roller coaster of a year! After the late April frosts, a hot June was 
punctuated by a heavy dose of rain which helped the vines to 
endure one of the driest July and August periods ever, although, 
paradoxically, temperatures were below the seasonal average. 
More rain in September helped and enhanced maturation of 
cabernet sauvignon, though some earlier-picked merlot was 
diluted. On the right bank, merlots were splendid but cabernet 
franc tended to suffer, and the less-planted cabernet sauvignon 
came into its own. 

Tim Sykes 
Society Buyer

ONCE THE WINES ARRIVE
You now have the opportunity to store your en primeur wines 
with us ‘in bond’. When the wines from this offer arrive in 
Stevenage in 2020 you will be given three options: 

1.  To take delivery of your wines. Duty and VAT will be payable 
immediately. 

2.  To store your wines in our ‘in-bond’ Reserves area.  
With this option, duty and VAT will only be payable (at the 
prevailing rate) when the wines are finally withdrawn. 

  3.  You can also store your wines Duty Paid but Duty and VAT 
will be charged immediately.

Please visit thewinesociety.com/inbondreserves for more 
details.

This offer will close at 8pm, Tuesday 17th July, 2018. 

Château de Pitray
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 In-Bond delivered pricen

10 CM21931 Château Lanessan, Haut-Médoc  £110 per dozen 
   In a ‘Saint-Julien’ style from one of the best sites of the Haut-Médoc. A truly stylish claret with 

cedary bouquet and considerable finesse. 2023–2032. 13.5%

11 CM22051 Château Dutruch Grand Poujeaux, Moulis  £60 per six
   Impressive quality for the price from this classic left-bank claret, which in 2017 is full and spicy, with 

good complexity. Nearly two-thirds of the crop was lost to frost, but with a higher than normal 
proportion of cabernet sauvignon, the wine has freshness and finesse. 2023–2034. 13%

12 CM21871 Clos Floridène Rouge, Graves  £60 per six
   Plummy and smooth-textured, this sensibly priced wine from the Dubourdieu stable will develop 

further nuance and character in time. It stands out for its notes of redcurrant, a hint of black olives 
and rounded, cool finish. 2022–2027. 13%

13 CM22021 Château Tour de By, Médoc   £65 per six
   The present owner’s grandfather bought this superbly sited vineyard (on a gravel croupe 

overlooking the Gironde) in the chilly sixties, precisely because it was not prone to frost. His 
foresight paid off in the 2017 vintage, and this is a splendid powerful cabernet at a good price. 
2023–2032. 13%

14 CS10831 Château La Dauphine, Fronsac £74 per six
   This pretty château has seen a welcome return to form under new ownership. A refined and 

charming La Dauphine with velvety texture and the hallmark freshness of the vintage, this will be  
a pleasure to drink throughout its life. 2020–2030. 13.5%

15 CS11011 Château Puy-Blanquet, Saint-Emilion  £78 per six
   Juicy, fresh and perfumed with classic merlot plumpness, this is a well-priced Saint-Emilion from  

the J-P Moueix stable that will develop well in bottle. Layered and generous. 2020–2028. 14%

16 CB5481 Château d’Aiguilhe, Castillon Côtes de Bordeaux  £90 per six
   A splendidly fleshy wine from one of Castillon’s top properties. Packed with ripe, juicy, fruit 

character and offering energetic black-cherry and cocoa notes which last well on the palate.  
2021–2028. 13.5%

17 CM22011 Château Potensac, Médoc  £103 per six
   From the same stable as Léoville Las Cases, this is a pure, well-balanced northern Médoc with 

notes of blackberry, tobacco and cloves. A complete, harmonious wine rounded off by ripe tannins. 
2024–2034. 13%

18 CM22121 Lacoste Borie, Pauillac  £111 per six
   Lovely wine. Medium-bodied and charming in its infancy, this will gain in weight and density over  

the course of its barrel ageing to reveal a smooth, silky Pauillac. 2022–2029. 13.5%

19 CM22171 Le Marquis de Calon, Saint-Estèphe £111 per six
   A classy so-called ‘second wine’ from on-form Laurent Dufau, this is a scented and vibrant claret 

with real polish, notes of violets and cinnamon, and an elegant, cool finsh. 2023–2033. 13.5%

 In-Bond delivered pricen

20 CM21941 Baron de Brane, Margaux £111 per six
   A consistently appealing wine with true Margaux finesse, just like its big brother Brane-Cantenac. 

Careful selection at harvest ensured a vibrant wine with succulent, energetic fruit and rounded 
tannins. 2021–2029. 13%

21 CM22221 Château Lalande-Borie, Saint-Julien £111 per six
   A notable success from Bruno Borie (of Château Ducru-Beaucaillou renown), and the first vintage 

we have bought for many years, this blend of two-thirds merlot and one-third cabernet sauvignon 
comes from excellent vineyards on the western ‘plateau’ of Saint-Julien. Fruity and ripe yet with 
lovely freshness – not an easy balance to strike, but very easy to enjoy! 2023–2032. 13.5%

22 CM22181 Château Ormes de Pez, Saint-Estèphe £113 per six
   Classically structured Saint-Estèphe from a château that continues to go from strength to strength 

with the weight of the Cazes family (of Château Lynch Bages fame) behind it. The 2017 offers notes 
of black cherry and liquorice, and well-judged, mouth-filling tannins. 2022–2033. 13.5%

23 CM21901 Château Cantemerle, Haut-Médoc  £123 per six
   Another successful vintage from this, one of the most charming and affordable of all classed-growth 

clarets. As ever, the accent is on providing an appealing, well-balanced wine, and the 2017 has real 
delicacy and a creamy elegance. 2024–2036. 13% Halves (CM21902) and magnums (CM21904) 
available.

24 CM22141 La Parde de Haut-Bailly, Pessac-Léognan   £125 per six 
   A perfumed, fine-boned wine with refinement in abundance. Made up of 65% supple merlot  

and 35% spicy cabernet sauvignon, this displays briary fruit and precise, ripe tannins. Lovely.  
2022–2032. 13%

25 CM21891 Château Belgrave, Haut-Médoc  £126 per six 
   One of the standout wines of 2017 at this price level, with a high proportion (88%) of beautifully 

ripe cabernet sauvignon. Everything is in balance, with fragrant bouquet, bright fruit and succulent, 
layered tannins. 2026–2038. 13% Halves (CM21892) and magnums (CM21894) available.

26 CM22061 Château Poujeaux, Moulis  £130 per six
   Suave and sophisticated claret. A blend of 62% cabernet sauvignon, 25% merlot and 13% petit 

verdot with a round, smooth and velvety texture. 2024–2036. 13.5%

27 CM22041 Château Chasse-Spleen, Moulis  £130 per six
   The best vineyards at Chasse-Spleen escaped April’s devastating frosts unscathed. The result  

is a taut and muscular wine with notes of crushed berries and sandalwood. It will gain in density  
to deliver a classic Chasse-Spleen with a promising future. 2026–2037. 13%   
Magnums (CM22044) available. 

28 CM22151 Château Latour-Martillac Rouge, Pessac-Léognan £136 per six
   One of the best-value wines from the Graves region, this is a fine-boned blend of mainly  

cabernet sauvignon, with 30% merlot and 7% petit verdot adding texture and spice. It offers 
blueberry and roasted coffee-bean notes, with a long mineral finish. 2025–2037. 13.5%

29 CS10991 Château Moulin Saint-Georges, Saint-Emilion £138 per six
   Lovely scented fruit and creamy palate give this wine enormous appeal. It comes from the same 

stable as the world-renowned Ausone, but is offered at a much friendlier price! 2023–2031. 13.5%

Château Belgrave, Haut-Médoc

Tim Sykes, Bordeaux wine buyer, in sunny Fronsac!
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with real polish, notes of violets and cinnamon, and an elegant, cool finsh. 2023–2033. 13.5%

 In-Bond delivered pricen

20 CM21941 Baron de Brane, Margaux £111 per six
   A consistently appealing wine with true Margaux finesse, just like its big brother Brane-Cantenac. 

Careful selection at harvest ensured a vibrant wine with succulent, energetic fruit and rounded 
tannins. 2021–2029. 13%

21 CM22221 Château Lalande-Borie, Saint-Julien £111 per six
   A notable success from Bruno Borie (of Château Ducru-Beaucaillou renown), and the first vintage 

we have bought for many years, this blend of two-thirds merlot and one-third cabernet sauvignon 
comes from excellent vineyards on the western ‘plateau’ of Saint-Julien. Fruity and ripe yet with 
lovely freshness – not an easy balance to strike, but very easy to enjoy! 2023–2032. 13.5%

22 CM22181 Château Ormes de Pez, Saint-Estèphe £113 per six
   Classically structured Saint-Estèphe from a château that continues to go from strength to strength 

with the weight of the Cazes family (of Château Lynch Bages fame) behind it. The 2017 offers notes 
of black cherry and liquorice, and well-judged, mouth-filling tannins. 2022–2033. 13.5%

23 CM21901 Château Cantemerle, Haut-Médoc  £123 per six
   Another successful vintage from this, one of the most charming and affordable of all classed-growth 

clarets. As ever, the accent is on providing an appealing, well-balanced wine, and the 2017 has real 
delicacy and a creamy elegance. 2024–2036. 13% Halves (CM21902) and magnums (CM21904) 
available.

24 CM22141 La Parde de Haut-Bailly, Pessac-Léognan   £125 per six 
   A perfumed, fine-boned wine with refinement in abundance. Made up of 65% supple merlot  

and 35% spicy cabernet sauvignon, this displays briary fruit and precise, ripe tannins. Lovely.  
2022–2032. 13%

25 CM21891 Château Belgrave, Haut-Médoc  £126 per six 
   One of the standout wines of 2017 at this price level, with a high proportion (88%) of beautifully 

ripe cabernet sauvignon. Everything is in balance, with fragrant bouquet, bright fruit and succulent, 
layered tannins. 2026–2038. 13% Halves (CM21892) and magnums (CM21894) available.

26 CM22061 Château Poujeaux, Moulis  £130 per six
   Suave and sophisticated claret. A blend of 62% cabernet sauvignon, 25% merlot and 13% petit 

verdot with a round, smooth and velvety texture. 2024–2036. 13.5%

27 CM22041 Château Chasse-Spleen, Moulis  £130 per six
   The best vineyards at Chasse-Spleen escaped April’s devastating frosts unscathed. The result  

is a taut and muscular wine with notes of crushed berries and sandalwood. It will gain in density  
to deliver a classic Chasse-Spleen with a promising future. 2026–2037. 13%   
Magnums (CM22044) available. 

28 CM22151 Château Latour-Martillac Rouge, Pessac-Léognan £136 per six
   One of the best-value wines from the Graves region, this is a fine-boned blend of mainly  

cabernet sauvignon, with 30% merlot and 7% petit verdot adding texture and spice. It offers 
blueberry and roasted coffee-bean notes, with a long mineral finish. 2025–2037. 13.5%

29 CS10991 Château Moulin Saint-Georges, Saint-Emilion £138 per six
   Lovely scented fruit and creamy palate give this wine enormous appeal. It comes from the same 

stable as the world-renowned Ausone, but is offered at a much friendlier price! 2023–2031. 13.5%

Château Belgrave, Haut-Médoc

Tim Sykes, Bordeaux wine buyer, in sunny Fronsac!
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30 CS10881 Château Moulinet-Lasserre, Pomerol £140 per six
   For the second vintage in a row this tiny property on the Pomerol plateau has produced a delicious 

wine. With supple mulberry and vanilla notes and a lingering finish, this is a velvety claret but with 
lovely energy and lift too. 2021–2033. 13.5%

31 CS10901 Château Plince, Pomerol  £160 per six
   A standout wine this year, with real opulence and ripe, plump merlot fruit. Stylish Pomerol 

delivering damson and dark chocolate pleasure in abundance. 2024–2033. 14%

32 CM22161 La Dame de Montrose, Saint-Estèphe £162 per six
   One of the best second wines we tasted this year. A classy and refreshing blend of 49% merlot, 

43% cabernet sauvignon and a dash each of petit verdot and cabernet franc, with considerable 
finesse. 2025–2035. 13%

33 CM21961 Château du Tertre, Margaux £174 per six
   With a high proportion of cabernet sauvignon this year (75%), du Tertre’s 2017 has attractive 

bilberry and tobacco scents, approachable fruity character and a seam of fresh acidity providing  
fine balance. 2022–2034. 13%

34 CM21981 Château Ferrière, Margaux £179 per six
   This biodynamic property made an outstanding 2017. With a higher proportion of cabernet 

sauvignon than normal, the wine’s black cherry and earthy overtones on the palate bode well for the 
future, and its brooding richness will fully express itself after some time in bottle. 2028–2040. 13%

35 CS10931 Château Berliquet, Saint-Emilion  £186 per six
   Recently purchased by Chanel (who also own Canon and Rauzan Ségla) this is certainly a château 

to watch. The 2017 is velvet-textured and scented, with a lovely creaminess on the palate. Bodes 
well for the future. 2024–2034. 14%

36 CM22191 Château Phélan-Ségur, Saint-Estèphe £193 per six
   Another very fine vintage, with well-structured, energetic fruit and good depth of flavour. It will 

develop complexity and nuance in time, leaving a classic, layered Saint-Estèphe of considerable 
finesse. 2024–2037. 13%

37 CM22071 Château d’Armailhac, Pauillac £194 per six
   Real Pauillac purity and depth thanks to over two-thirds cabernet sauvignon in the final blend. 

Notes of violets and cloves give way to an abundance of cool, dark fruit on the palate. A wine  
with plenty of personality with a most promising future. 2025–2040. 12.5%

38 CM22231 Château Langoa Barton, Saint-Julien £195 per six
   For years a firm favourite of members, this is a fruity, soft and approachable Langoa made from 

54% cabernet sauvignon, 35% merlot and the balance cabernet franc. It will start drinking early,  
but has the structure to last. 2023–2037. 12.5% 

39 CM22081 Château Batailley, Pauillac  £197 per six
   With balanced, understated fruit alongside cigar-box and graphite notes, the 2017 Batailley is a 

profound wine which promises to age gracefully. Made up of mostly cabernet sauvignon with  
17% merlot and 3% petit verdot, it has typical Pauillac depth in abundance. 2025–2038. 13.5%  
Halves (CM22082) and magnums (CM22084) available.

 In-Bond delivered pricen

40 CS10861 Clos du Clocher, Pomerol £198 per six
   This small and underrated property on the Pomerol plateau produced a vibrant and lifted blend of 

75% merlot and 25% cabernet franc with notes of damsons and olive tapenade. A fine 2017 with 
classic right-bank plumpness and well-judged tannins. 2023–2035. 14%

41 CM22201 Château Branaire Ducru, Saint-Julien £205 per six
   Glossy, appealing Saint-Julien from a château that is very much in the ascendant. This deeply 

coloured and perfumed 2017 has wonderful fruit purity, elegance and energy. 2024–2038. 13%

42 CS10841 Château Bourgneuf, Pomerol  £213 per six
   Vibrant Pomerol with fine bouquet, plenty of intense, muscular merlot fruit and well-resolved 

tannins. A wine worth laying down for several years and a fitting reflection of the hard work that 
the Moueix team has put into this vineyard and cellar. 2027–2038. 14%

43 CM22251 Château Talbot, Saint-Julien £228 per six
   A compact and approachable cabernet-dominant wine from this perennial member favourite in the 

heart of Saint-Julien. Well-judged, traditional left-bank claret with crushed berries and charcoal 
notes on the palate. 2023–2037. 12.5%

44 CM21971 Château Durfort Vivens, Margaux £230 per six
   One of the best young Durforts that we’ve tasted. Formed of 92% fully ripe cabernet sauvignon, 

the wine is perfumed, with notes of violets, and has real finesse, not to mention excellent keeping 
potential. 2027–2039. 13%

45 CM22111 Château Haut-Batailley, Pauillac £248 per six
   This is the first release since the Cazes family (of Château Lynch Bages) bought the property in 

early 2017 and the rigorous fruit selection has ensured a wine of impressive concentration with 
plenty of Pauillac grip and depth. Long and lovely. 2026–2040. 13.5%

46 CS10871 Château Feytit Clinet, Pomerol £250 per six
   Lovely, opulent and rich-textured merlot with inky-purple colour and classic dark-fruit perfume.  

A Pomerol with good mid-palate fruit and a long, pure finish. 2024–2034. 12.5%

47 CB5461 Roc de Cambes, Bourg £250 per six
   Punching way above its modest appellation, this is a seductive yet muscular blend of 80% merlot 

and 20% cabernet franc. Fine and beautifully balanced, with deep, purple colour and fleshy texture. 
In short, delicious! 2024–2035. 14%

48 CM21991 Château Giscours, Margaux  £255 per six
   Full, rounded and with plenty of body, this is a cabernet sauvignon-based wine with the structure to 

age. Notes of mulberries and cedar combine with layered, grainy tannins to ensure a long life and 
plenty of pleasure to come. 2026–2038. 13%

49 CM22131 Domaine de Chevalier Rouge, Pessac-Léognan £259 per six
   A lovely, nuanced Domaine de Chevalier vintage. Deep and vibrant in colour with an understated 

bouquet of stone fruits and black truffles, a compact core and lacy tannins, underpinned by a seam 
of fresh acidity. This will age gracefully. 2027–2039. 13.5%

50 CS10951 Clos La Madeleine, Saint-Emilion £270 per six
   An impressive debut from this tiny property on the Saint-Emilion escarpment, the latest addition  

to the J-P Moueix stable. This is fresh, plump and glossy, with good density of fruit. 2023–2035.  
14.5% Low stock.

51 CM21951 Château Brane-Cantenac, Margaux £288 per six
   One of our top picks from the left bank, and on-form Henri Lurton’s third top-rate vintage  

in a row, this is ripe and fresh with bags of charm and super-silky tannins. 2026–2040. 13%  
Halves (CM21952) and magnums (CM21954) available. 

52 CS10981 Château Larcis-Ducasse, Saint-Emilion £294 per six
   Scented and sensual, this has sweet, vibrant fruit and displays attractive notes of kirsch and wild 

herbs. An impressive result from on-form Nicolas Thienpont. 2027–2038. 14%

53 CS10891 Château Petit Village, Pomerol £306 per six
   Proper Pomerol. Exceptional on both occasions that we sampled it during the en primeur tastings, 

this is a dense, rounded and generous wine with notes of blackberries and roasted coffee beans. 
2025–2037. 14%

Château Batailley – a profound wine which promises to age gracefully
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30 CS10881 Château Moulinet-Lasserre, Pomerol £140 per six
   For the second vintage in a row this tiny property on the Pomerol plateau has produced a delicious 

wine. With supple mulberry and vanilla notes and a lingering finish, this is a velvety claret but with 
lovely energy and lift too. 2021–2033. 13.5%

31 CS10901 Château Plince, Pomerol  £160 per six
   A standout wine this year, with real opulence and ripe, plump merlot fruit. Stylish Pomerol 

delivering damson and dark chocolate pleasure in abundance. 2024–2033. 14%

32 CM22161 La Dame de Montrose, Saint-Estèphe £162 per six
   One of the best second wines we tasted this year. A classy and refreshing blend of 49% merlot, 

43% cabernet sauvignon and a dash each of petit verdot and cabernet franc, with considerable 
finesse. 2025–2035. 13%

33 CM21961 Château du Tertre, Margaux £174 per six
   With a high proportion of cabernet sauvignon this year (75%), du Tertre’s 2017 has attractive 

bilberry and tobacco scents, approachable fruity character and a seam of fresh acidity providing  
fine balance. 2022–2034. 13%

34 CM21981 Château Ferrière, Margaux £179 per six
   This biodynamic property made an outstanding 2017. With a higher proportion of cabernet 

sauvignon than normal, the wine’s black cherry and earthy overtones on the palate bode well for the 
future, and its brooding richness will fully express itself after some time in bottle. 2028–2040. 13%
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   Recently purchased by Chanel (who also own Canon and Rauzan Ségla) this is certainly a château 

to watch. The 2017 is velvet-textured and scented, with a lovely creaminess on the palate. Bodes 
well for the future. 2024–2034. 14%

36 CM22191 Château Phélan-Ségur, Saint-Estèphe £193 per six
   Another very fine vintage, with well-structured, energetic fruit and good depth of flavour. It will 

develop complexity and nuance in time, leaving a classic, layered Saint-Estèphe of considerable 
finesse. 2024–2037. 13%

37 CM22071 Château d’Armailhac, Pauillac £194 per six
   Real Pauillac purity and depth thanks to over two-thirds cabernet sauvignon in the final blend. 

Notes of violets and cloves give way to an abundance of cool, dark fruit on the palate. A wine  
with plenty of personality with a most promising future. 2025–2040. 12.5%

38 CM22231 Château Langoa Barton, Saint-Julien £195 per six
   For years a firm favourite of members, this is a fruity, soft and approachable Langoa made from 

54% cabernet sauvignon, 35% merlot and the balance cabernet franc. It will start drinking early,  
but has the structure to last. 2023–2037. 12.5% 

39 CM22081 Château Batailley, Pauillac  £197 per six
   With balanced, understated fruit alongside cigar-box and graphite notes, the 2017 Batailley is a 

profound wine which promises to age gracefully. Made up of mostly cabernet sauvignon with  
17% merlot and 3% petit verdot, it has typical Pauillac depth in abundance. 2025–2038. 13.5%  
Halves (CM22082) and magnums (CM22084) available.
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40 CS10861 Clos du Clocher, Pomerol £198 per six
   This small and underrated property on the Pomerol plateau produced a vibrant and lifted blend of 

75% merlot and 25% cabernet franc with notes of damsons and olive tapenade. A fine 2017 with 
classic right-bank plumpness and well-judged tannins. 2023–2035. 14%

41 CM22201 Château Branaire Ducru, Saint-Julien £205 per six
   Glossy, appealing Saint-Julien from a château that is very much in the ascendant. This deeply 

coloured and perfumed 2017 has wonderful fruit purity, elegance and energy. 2024–2038. 13%

42 CS10841 Château Bourgneuf, Pomerol  £213 per six
   Vibrant Pomerol with fine bouquet, plenty of intense, muscular merlot fruit and well-resolved 

tannins. A wine worth laying down for several years and a fitting reflection of the hard work that 
the Moueix team has put into this vineyard and cellar. 2027–2038. 14%

43 CM22251 Château Talbot, Saint-Julien £228 per six
   A compact and approachable cabernet-dominant wine from this perennial member favourite in the 

heart of Saint-Julien. Well-judged, traditional left-bank claret with crushed berries and charcoal 
notes on the palate. 2023–2037. 12.5%

44 CM21971 Château Durfort Vivens, Margaux £230 per six
   One of the best young Durforts that we’ve tasted. Formed of 92% fully ripe cabernet sauvignon, 

the wine is perfumed, with notes of violets, and has real finesse, not to mention excellent keeping 
potential. 2027–2039. 13%

45 CM22111 Château Haut-Batailley, Pauillac £248 per six
   This is the first release since the Cazes family (of Château Lynch Bages) bought the property in 

early 2017 and the rigorous fruit selection has ensured a wine of impressive concentration with 
plenty of Pauillac grip and depth. Long and lovely. 2026–2040. 13.5%

46 CS10871 Château Feytit Clinet, Pomerol £250 per six
   Lovely, opulent and rich-textured merlot with inky-purple colour and classic dark-fruit perfume.  

A Pomerol with good mid-palate fruit and a long, pure finish. 2024–2034. 12.5%

47 CB5461 Roc de Cambes, Bourg £250 per six
   Punching way above its modest appellation, this is a seductive yet muscular blend of 80% merlot 

and 20% cabernet franc. Fine and beautifully balanced, with deep, purple colour and fleshy texture. 
In short, delicious! 2024–2035. 14%

48 CM21991 Château Giscours, Margaux  £255 per six
   Full, rounded and with plenty of body, this is a cabernet sauvignon-based wine with the structure to 

age. Notes of mulberries and cedar combine with layered, grainy tannins to ensure a long life and 
plenty of pleasure to come. 2026–2038. 13%

49 CM22131 Domaine de Chevalier Rouge, Pessac-Léognan £259 per six
   A lovely, nuanced Domaine de Chevalier vintage. Deep and vibrant in colour with an understated 

bouquet of stone fruits and black truffles, a compact core and lacy tannins, underpinned by a seam 
of fresh acidity. This will age gracefully. 2027–2039. 13.5%

50 CS10951 Clos La Madeleine, Saint-Emilion £270 per six
   An impressive debut from this tiny property on the Saint-Emilion escarpment, the latest addition  

to the J-P Moueix stable. This is fresh, plump and glossy, with good density of fruit. 2023–2035.  
14.5% Low stock.

51 CM21951 Château Brane-Cantenac, Margaux £288 per six
   One of our top picks from the left bank, and on-form Henri Lurton’s third top-rate vintage  

in a row, this is ripe and fresh with bags of charm and super-silky tannins. 2026–2040. 13%  
Halves (CM21952) and magnums (CM21954) available. 

52 CS10981 Château Larcis-Ducasse, Saint-Emilion £294 per six
   Scented and sensual, this has sweet, vibrant fruit and displays attractive notes of kirsch and wild 

herbs. An impressive result from on-form Nicolas Thienpont. 2027–2038. 14%

53 CS10891 Château Petit Village, Pomerol £306 per six
   Proper Pomerol. Exceptional on both occasions that we sampled it during the en primeur tastings, 

this is a dense, rounded and generous wine with notes of blackberries and roasted coffee beans. 
2025–2037. 14%

Château Batailley – a profound wine which promises to age gracefully
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54 CM22211 Château Gruaud Larose, Saint-Julien £308 per six
   The 2017 Gruaud Larose has a haunting bouquet; savoury and spicy, with notes of black cherry and 

sandalwood, it will make a very enjoyable glass indeed in years to come. 2027–2040. 13%

55 CM22091 Château Clerc Milon, Pauillac £312 per six
   Outstanding wine from the Mouton Rothschild stable, with deep colour, classic blackcurrant 

bouquet and mocha coffee and leather notes on the palate. Fine tannins and good density of fruit 
will ensure a long and rewarding life ahead. 2025–2040. 13%

56 CS11001 Château Pavie Macquin, Saint-Emilion £316 per six
   Lovely cassis perfume and dense, finely textured fruit make for a highly promising wine from 

Nicolas Thienpont. Made in a modern but not over-exuberant style, it will be delicious throughout 
its life. 2029–2039. 14%

57 CM22001 Château Rauzan Ségla, Margaux £324 per six
   One of the stars of our tastings in April 2018. Ripe, supple, scented and classy, with bags of 

Margaux finesse, a long finish and very exciting potential for the cellar. 2026–2040. 13%

58 CM22101 Château Grand Puy Lacoste, Pauillac £324 per six
   Benchmark Pauillac, with power but also finesse. Its healthy fruit, density and appealing pure cassis 

bouquet all point to good ageing potential. 2028–2040. 13%

59 CS10941 Château Canon La Gaffelière, Saint-Emilion  £327 per six 
   A deep purple-coloured blend of 60% merlot and 30% cabernet franc, with 10% cabernet 

sauvignon giving structure and finesse to the full-bodied, sweet palate. 2024–2035. 13.5%

60 CM22241 Château Léoville Barton, Saint-Julien £327 per six
   A textbook Léoville Barton. With 93% cabernet sauvignon this year, this is a serious wine with 

depth and plenty of body, dark fruit and spicy vanilla perfume overlaying a framework of bright, 
chewy tannins. 2029–2042. 13%

61 CS10911 Château Beauséjour Duffau, Saint-Emilion £465 per six
   A star of Nicolas Thienpont’s formidable stable, this blend of 88% merlot and 12% cabernet franc is 

full of charm and promise. A seductive bouquet and lovely, rounded, supple palate with well-
covered tannins on the long finish. 2026–2037. 14%

62 CS10851 Château Certan de May, Pomerol £475 per six
   Lovely, generous Pomerol: a mouthwatering effort from a fine property. Scented, full and fleshy, 

with notes of chocolate, plums and sweet vanilla. 2024–2034. 14%

63 CS10921 Château Bélair-Monange, Saint-Emilion £590 per six
   A recent vertical tasting of wines from this well-sited property (next door to Ausone) revealed just 

how well they age. The rich, full-flavoured merlot-dominant 2017, with attractive mineral and black-
cherry notes, will be no exception. 2028–2040. 14.5%

 Dry white wines.  
An exceptionally good vintage for the oft-underrated dry whites of Bordeaux. They have lovely freshness and lift, with good breadth 
of fruit and balanced acidity, and the top wines will age beautifully.

 In-Bond delivered pricen

64 BW6251 Clos Floridène Blanc, Graves £78 per six
   The vinous equivalent of biting into a Granny Smith apple. This fresh and very appetising blend of 

62% semillon, 34% sauvignon blanc and 4% muscadelle displays intense, crisp fruit, and a hint of 
vanilla oak. 2020–2027. 13%

65 BW6361 Château Bouscaut Blanc, Pessac-Léognan £140 per six
   Another top-drawer white vintage from owner Sophie Lurton. Intense, aromatic and with super-

fresh, clean-cut fruit texture. We have tasted several older vintages in recent months and they 
demonstrate the benefits of cellaring Sophie’s wines for a few years. Lovely. 2020–2027. 13.5%

66 BW6381 Latour-Martillac Blanc, Pessac-Léognan £140 per six
   A yardstick for white Graves, this is an elegant and refreshing blend of equal parts semillon and 

sauvignon blanc. With toasty vanilla and honeysuckle overtones, this will age well thanks to its seam 
of racy acidity. 2020–2026. 13%

67 BW6371 Domaine de Chevalier Blanc, Pessac-Léognan £413 per six
   Justifiably one of the top dry whites from Bordeaux: a supremely elegant wine with notes of white 

peach and cassis leaf. A blend of 70% sauvignon and 30% semillon which will be aged for 18 months 
in barrel before release. 2023–2034. 13.5%

 Sauternes & Barsac.
A tiny crop, particularly in Barsac, but one producing lovely, sweet, luscious wines which will appeal throughout their lives. Acidity 
levels are good, ensuring freshness and longevity.

 In-Bond delivered pricen

68 BW6391 Château Cantegril, Barsac £75 per six
   Exceptionally good-value Barsac. Made up of 85% semillon and 15% sauvignon blanc, the 2017 

Cantegril has a honeyed, ripe fruit character and an attractive bouquet of fresh pineapple and 
marzipan. 2020–2028. 13% Halves (BW6392) available. 

69 BW6281 Clos Haut Peyraguey, Sauternes £143 per six
   Aromatic and seductive, with plenty of sweetness, but also finesse. An appealing Sauternes which 

will deliver plenty of flavour complexity in time. 2022–2037. 14%

Château Rauzan Ségla – consistently great wine

Ploughing the vineyards in Latour-Martillac
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An exceptionally good vintage for the oft-underrated dry whites of Bordeaux. They have lovely freshness and lift, with good breadth 
of fruit and balanced acidity, and the top wines will age beautifully.

 In-Bond delivered pricen

64 BW6251 Clos Floridène Blanc, Graves £78 per six
   The vinous equivalent of biting into a Granny Smith apple. This fresh and very appetising blend of 

62% semillon, 34% sauvignon blanc and 4% muscadelle displays intense, crisp fruit, and a hint of 
vanilla oak. 2020–2027. 13%

65 BW6361 Château Bouscaut Blanc, Pessac-Léognan £140 per six
   Another top-drawer white vintage from owner Sophie Lurton. Intense, aromatic and with super-

fresh, clean-cut fruit texture. We have tasted several older vintages in recent months and they 
demonstrate the benefits of cellaring Sophie’s wines for a few years. Lovely. 2020–2027. 13.5%

66 BW6381 Latour-Martillac Blanc, Pessac-Léognan £140 per six
   A yardstick for white Graves, this is an elegant and refreshing blend of equal parts semillon and 

sauvignon blanc. With toasty vanilla and honeysuckle overtones, this will age well thanks to its seam 
of racy acidity. 2020–2026. 13%

67 BW6371 Domaine de Chevalier Blanc, Pessac-Léognan £413 per six
   Justifiably one of the top dry whites from Bordeaux: a supremely elegant wine with notes of white 

peach and cassis leaf. A blend of 70% sauvignon and 30% semillon which will be aged for 18 months 
in barrel before release. 2023–2034. 13.5%

 Sauternes & Barsac.
A tiny crop, particularly in Barsac, but one producing lovely, sweet, luscious wines which will appeal throughout their lives. Acidity 
levels are good, ensuring freshness and longevity.

 In-Bond delivered pricen

68 BW6391 Château Cantegril, Barsac £75 per six
   Exceptionally good-value Barsac. Made up of 85% semillon and 15% sauvignon blanc, the 2017 

Cantegril has a honeyed, ripe fruit character and an attractive bouquet of fresh pineapple and 
marzipan. 2020–2028. 13% Halves (BW6392) available. 

69 BW6281 Clos Haut Peyraguey, Sauternes £143 per six
   Aromatic and seductive, with plenty of sweetness, but also finesse. An appealing Sauternes which 

will deliver plenty of flavour complexity in time. 2022–2037. 14%

Château Rauzan Ségla – consistently great wine

Ploughing the vineyards in Latour-Martillac
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 In-Bond delivered pricen

70 BW6291 Château Doisy Daëne, Barsac £150 per six
   With a nose of cherry blossom and lemon cake, this is another splendid wine from the 

Dubourdieus. Good acidity ensures freshness and lift. Benchmark Barsac. 2021–2040. 13.5%  
Halves (BW6292) available.

71 BW6302 Château Doisy Védrines, Barsac (Halves only) 
   Sweet and lush, unctuous but without excess, this is mostly semillon, but with 5% sauvignon blanc  

to lend freshness and vibrancy. Only released in half bottles due to minuscule production volumes! 
2021–2035. 13.5%

72 BW6341 Château Sigalas Rabaud, Sauternes £160 per six
   An insider’s tip that often sails below the radar, Sigalas Rabaud delivered top-flight quality in 2017.  

A luscious, creamy Sauternes with great finesse, elegance and staying power. 2020–2040. 13.5% 
Halves (BW6342) available.

73 BW6331 Château Rayne Vigneau, Sauternes £180 per six
   This property has changed its style, with a higher proportion of aromatic sauvignon blanc now 

complementing the breadth of the semillon. The result is scented and appealing, with notes of lime 
cordial and caramelised apples. 2021–2037. 14%

74 BW6311 Château Guiraud, Sauternes £188 per six
   Organic since the 2011 vintage, this château has consistently made very appealing wines in recent 

years. The 2017 (a blend of two-thirds semillon and a third sauvignon) is balanced and honeyed, 
with understated notes of grapefruit and apricot. 2021–2037. 13.5% Halves (BW6312) available.

75 BW6321 Château Lafaurie-Peyraguey, Sauternes £210 per six
   An impressive Sauternes with a promising future. Pale gold in colour, with concentrated richness  

on the palate, revealing notes of orange peel and cassis leaf. 2023–2040. 14%  
Halves (BW6322) available.

76 BW6351 Château Suduiraut, Sauternes £283 per six 
   An outstanding wine. Full, rich and creamy with luscious, sweet caramelised fruit and a long, 

persistent finish, this is a Sauternes of considerable character and weight. 2023–2040. 14%  
Halves (BW6352) available. 

2017 ESSENTIAL BORDEAUX CASE
*2026 to 2027

A 12-bottle case containing one bottle of the following:

Nectar de la Grave, Bourg 
Château Caronne Sainte Gemme, Haut-Médoc
Lacoste Borie, Pauillac
Château Tour St Bonnet, Médoc 
Château La Dauphine, Fronsac 
Château Beaumont, Haut-Médoc 
Château Puy-Blanquet, Saint-Emilion 
Château Lalande-Borie, Saint-Julien
Madame Château de Pitray, Castillon Côtes de Bordeaux 
Château Cantemerle, Haut-Médoc 
Château Chasse-Spleen, Moulis 
Baron de Brane, Margaux

77 ref OC4496 at £164

BORDEAUX 2017 DRY WHITE WINES
*2020 to 2026

A six-bottle case containing two bottles each of the following three wine:

Clos Floridène Blanc, Graves
Château Latour-Martillac Blanc, Pessac-Léognan
Château Bouscaut Blanc, Pessac-Léognan

84 ref OC4566 at £122

BORDEAUX 2017: SWEET WHITES 
HALF-BOTTLE CASE
*2023 to 2028
A 12 half-bottle case containing two halves each of the following six wines:

Château Doisy-Védrines, Barsac
Château Cantegril, Barsac
Château Doisy Daëne, Barsac 
Château Lafaurie-Peyraguey, Sauternes 
Château Sigalas Rabaud, Sauternes
Château Guiraud, Sauternes

85 ref OC4576 at £163

BORDEAUX 2017:  
SIX CLASSIC COMMUNES
*2025 to 2029

A six-bottle case containing one bottle each of the following:

Château Moulin Saint Georges, Saint-Emilion
Château Moulinet Lasserre, Pomerol
Château Lalande-Borie, Saint-Julien
Château Batailley, Pauillac
Baron de Brane, Margaux
Château Latour-Martillac Rouge, Pessac-Léognan

81 ref OC4536 at £142

BORDEAUX 2017:  
PAUILLAC AND SAINT-JULIEN
*2026 to 2029

A six-bottle case containing one bottle each of the following:

Château Batailley, Pauillac
Château Haut-Batailley, Pauillac
Lacoste-Borie, Pauillac
Château Langoa Barton, Saint-Julien
Château Branaire Ducru, Saint-Julien 
Château Lalande-Borie, Saint-Julien

82 ref OC4546 at £182

CLASS OF BORDEAUX 2017 
*2028 to 2037

A six-bottle case containing two bottles each of the following three wines:

Château Brane-Cantenac, Margaux
Château Talbot, Saint-Julien
Château Grand-Puy-Lacoste, Pauillac

83 ref OC4556 at £424

BORDEAUX 2017 GOOD-VALUE 
CLARETS
*2023 to 2027

A 12-bottle case containing three bottles of each of the following:

Château Tour St Bonnet, Médoc 
Château Beaumont, Haut-Médoc
Madame Château de Pitray, Castillon Côtes de Bordeaux 
Château Cissac, Haut-Médoc

78  ref OC4506 at £97

BORDEAUX 2017 OLD FAVOURITES
*2026 to 2028

A 12-bottle case containing three bottles of each of the following:

Château Caronne Sainte Gemme, Haut-Médoc
Château Belgrave, Haut-Médoc
Château Cantemerle, Haut-Médoc
Château Batailley, Pauillac

79 ref OC4516 at £249

BORDEAUX 2017: SAINT-ESTEPHE 
*2024 to 2033

A six-bottle case containing two bottles of each of the following:

Château Ormes de Pez, Saint-Estèphe 
Château Phélan Ségur, Saint-Estèphe
Château Marquis de Calon, Saint-Estèphe

80 ref OC4526 at £211

MIXED CASES
*Drink dates for these mixed cases refer to the period when all 
the wines will be at their peak. Please refer to the individual wine 
for its recommended drink date. £160 per dozen 

halves only

Jean Jacques Dubourdieu at Château Doisy Daëne
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 In-Bond delivered pricen

70 BW6291 Château Doisy Daëne, Barsac £150 per six
   With a nose of cherry blossom and lemon cake, this is another splendid wine from the 

Dubourdieus. Good acidity ensures freshness and lift. Benchmark Barsac. 2021–2040. 13.5%  
Halves (BW6292) available.

71 BW6302 Château Doisy Védrines, Barsac (Halves only) 
   Sweet and lush, unctuous but without excess, this is mostly semillon, but with 5% sauvignon blanc  

to lend freshness and vibrancy. Only released in half bottles due to minuscule production volumes! 
2021–2035. 13.5%

72 BW6341 Château Sigalas Rabaud, Sauternes £160 per six
   An insider’s tip that often sails below the radar, Sigalas Rabaud delivered top-flight quality in 2017.  

A luscious, creamy Sauternes with great finesse, elegance and staying power. 2020–2040. 13.5% 
Halves (BW6342) available.

73 BW6331 Château Rayne Vigneau, Sauternes £180 per six
   This property has changed its style, with a higher proportion of aromatic sauvignon blanc now 

complementing the breadth of the semillon. The result is scented and appealing, with notes of lime 
cordial and caramelised apples. 2021–2037. 14%

74 BW6311 Château Guiraud, Sauternes £188 per six
   Organic since the 2011 vintage, this château has consistently made very appealing wines in recent 

years. The 2017 (a blend of two-thirds semillon and a third sauvignon) is balanced and honeyed, 
with understated notes of grapefruit and apricot. 2021–2037. 13.5% Halves (BW6312) available.

75 BW6321 Château Lafaurie-Peyraguey, Sauternes £210 per six
   An impressive Sauternes with a promising future. Pale gold in colour, with concentrated richness  

on the palate, revealing notes of orange peel and cassis leaf. 2023–2040. 14%  
Halves (BW6322) available.

76 BW6351 Château Suduiraut, Sauternes £283 per six 
   An outstanding wine. Full, rich and creamy with luscious, sweet caramelised fruit and a long, 

persistent finish, this is a Sauternes of considerable character and weight. 2023–2040. 14%  
Halves (BW6352) available. 

2017 ESSENTIAL BORDEAUX CASE
*2026 to 2027

A 12-bottle case containing one bottle of the following:

Nectar de la Grave, Bourg 
Château Caronne Sainte Gemme, Haut-Médoc
Lacoste Borie, Pauillac
Château Tour St Bonnet, Médoc 
Château La Dauphine, Fronsac 
Château Beaumont, Haut-Médoc 
Château Puy-Blanquet, Saint-Emilion 
Château Lalande-Borie, Saint-Julien
Madame Château de Pitray, Castillon Côtes de Bordeaux 
Château Cantemerle, Haut-Médoc 
Château Chasse-Spleen, Moulis 
Baron de Brane, Margaux

77 ref OC4496 at £164

BORDEAUX 2017 DRY WHITE WINES
*2020 to 2026

A six-bottle case containing two bottles each of the following three wine:

Clos Floridène Blanc, Graves
Château Latour-Martillac Blanc, Pessac-Léognan
Château Bouscaut Blanc, Pessac-Léognan

84 ref OC4566 at £122

BORDEAUX 2017: SWEET WHITES 
HALF-BOTTLE CASE
*2023 to 2028
A 12 half-bottle case containing two halves each of the following six wines:

Château Doisy-Védrines, Barsac
Château Cantegril, Barsac
Château Doisy Daëne, Barsac 
Château Lafaurie-Peyraguey, Sauternes 
Château Sigalas Rabaud, Sauternes
Château Guiraud, Sauternes

85 ref OC4576 at £163

BORDEAUX 2017:  
SIX CLASSIC COMMUNES
*2025 to 2029

A six-bottle case containing one bottle each of the following:

Château Moulin Saint Georges, Saint-Emilion
Château Moulinet Lasserre, Pomerol
Château Lalande-Borie, Saint-Julien
Château Batailley, Pauillac
Baron de Brane, Margaux
Château Latour-Martillac Rouge, Pessac-Léognan

81 ref OC4536 at £142

BORDEAUX 2017:  
PAUILLAC AND SAINT-JULIEN
*2026 to 2029

A six-bottle case containing one bottle each of the following:

Château Batailley, Pauillac
Château Haut-Batailley, Pauillac
Lacoste-Borie, Pauillac
Château Langoa Barton, Saint-Julien
Château Branaire Ducru, Saint-Julien 
Château Lalande-Borie, Saint-Julien

82 ref OC4546 at £182

CLASS OF BORDEAUX 2017 
*2028 to 2037

A six-bottle case containing two bottles each of the following three wines:

Château Brane-Cantenac, Margaux
Château Talbot, Saint-Julien
Château Grand-Puy-Lacoste, Pauillac

83 ref OC4556 at £424

BORDEAUX 2017 GOOD-VALUE 
CLARETS
*2023 to 2027

A 12-bottle case containing three bottles of each of the following:

Château Tour St Bonnet, Médoc 
Château Beaumont, Haut-Médoc
Madame Château de Pitray, Castillon Côtes de Bordeaux 
Château Cissac, Haut-Médoc

78  ref OC4506 at £97

BORDEAUX 2017 OLD FAVOURITES
*2026 to 2028

A 12-bottle case containing three bottles of each of the following:

Château Caronne Sainte Gemme, Haut-Médoc
Château Belgrave, Haut-Médoc
Château Cantemerle, Haut-Médoc
Château Batailley, Pauillac

79 ref OC4516 at £249

BORDEAUX 2017: SAINT-ESTEPHE 
*2024 to 2033

A six-bottle case containing two bottles of each of the following:

Château Ormes de Pez, Saint-Estèphe 
Château Phélan Ségur, Saint-Estèphe
Château Marquis de Calon, Saint-Estèphe

80 ref OC4526 at £211

MIXED CASES
*Drink dates for these mixed cases refer to the period when all 
the wines will be at their peak. Please refer to the individual wine 
for its recommended drink date. £160 per dozen 

halves only

Jean Jacques Dubourdieu at Château Doisy Daëne
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How this offer works
Orders by telephone, website, post and fax will be 
accepted. 

If you would like to order via the website, visit  
thewinesociety.com/enprimeur.  

Orders need to arrive at Stevenage by 8pm, Tuesday 17th 
July, 2018 and will be processed thereafter. Members whose 
orders have been received by this date will receive confirmation of 
their purchase by Wednesday 8th August, 2018 at the latest. 

If you wish to receive e-mail notifications for this and subsequent 
opening offers, and have not already notified us, please see the 
order form for instructions. 

If demand exceeds supply 
The Society has a long relationship with many of the producers in 
this offer and access to good quantities of wine. It is possible 
however that demand may exceed supply for individual wines, in 
which case we will share out (as far as is practical) the available 
stock equally amongst ordering members. If this still does not 
allow every member to have some wine, then as a final resort we 
divide members into groups depending on their level of support 
for The Society (quantity of wine bought, spend, orders placed 
etc). Members who have given greater support to The Society will 
have a better chance (but no certainty) of being allocated wine, 
and those who have given less support will have a lesser chance 
(but still a chance). We will offer a similar wine as a substitute if 
the original choice cannot be provided, or members may nominate 
their own substitute when ordering. Doing so will not lessen the 
chance of receiving the original wine. 

Members’ Reserves
The Society’s Members’ Reserves offers members access to 
optimum storage conditions. The annual rental charge is £9.84  
per case per year (members paying by Direct Debit are charged  
a discounted rate of £8.64 to pass on the savings this payment 
method provides us), inclusive of VAT and insurance at 
replacement value. You can also remove a few bottles of a  
full case stored in Reserves. Please visit our website 
thewinesociety.com/reserves for more details. 

IN-BOND RESERVES
You can now store your en primeur wines with The Society  
‘in bond’. Duty and VAT on wines stored in this way will be 
payable only when the wines are withdrawn from Reserves. 

What the price includes
n	 	Prices shown include delivery to a UK address. They do not 

include excise duty or VAT.

n	 	Payment of duty and VAT, at the prevailing rate (currently 
£25.98 duty per 12 75cl-bottle case, £12.99 per six-bottle case 
and 20% VAT payable on wine and duty) will be requested 
once the wines are removed for delivery or collection from 
Stevenage. The wines will arrive in the UK in summer 
2020.

n	 	Once the wines arrive, members may opt to have them 
delivered within the UK or stored in Members’ Reserves.

Notes 
n	 	Wines are offered in cases of 12, 6 or 3 as indicated. 

Please read the full terms and conditions for this offer set out  
on the enclosed order form and on our website before placing 
your order.

BORDMAY18/1

Uncork with confidence

The Wine Society is a mutual organisation, so our members’ satisfaction  
is paramount. If, for any reason, you haven’t enjoyed a wine we want to hear 
about it and will happily offer a credit, a replacement or a refund.  
thewinesociety.com/promise

en primeur

BORDEAUX 2017
Beautifully balanced clarets – fragrant, intense and fresh 

We have been visiting Bordeaux to taste the new 
vintage for many years… but we have never 
encountered a year quite like 2017.

I found some wonderfully fragrant wines with beautiful balance, 
displaying intensity and fresh, long-lasting flavour. Interestingly for  
a vintage that suffered such extremes of weather, I found the 
quality of the wines to be very consistent, both across the 
different communes of the left and right banks, and at all price 
levels (with the exception of the most basic generic claret). 

The reds have the structure to ensure long life, but tannins are 
soft and silky, so many of these wines will be a delight to drink 
relatively young. Top Médocs are completely dominated by 
cabernet sauvignon, which is their trump card in great years. 
Pomerol produced glorious full fragrant but fresh merlot. Christian 
Moueix, whom you can always trust to give an honest assessment 
of the new vintage, described 2017 as surprisingly good, in some 
instances very good indeed.

This is all very good news considering that 2017 will forever be 
associated with the frost of 27th and 28th April, the most 
destructive in more than a quarter of a century. Angludet, Grand 
Corbin Despagne, La Pointe and Climens, for example, have 
produced no grand vin in 2017. In complete contrast to this 
heartbreaking news, however, all the classic Médoc vineyards that 
sit on gravel slopes beside the Gironde have made a full crop of 
marvellous wine, benefitting from the precocity of vine growth 
which made many others vulnerable. Top châteaux of the 
Pomerol plateau and on the limestone ridge beside the town of 
Saint-Emilion were similarly (largely) untouched by frost damage, 
and produced beautifully ripe grapes.

The key to making the best wines in 2017 was not to over-extract 
in the winery. Philippe Dambrine at Château Cantemerle likened 
the handling of grapes to making a good cup of tea – ‘infusion, not 
extraction’ was his pithy metaphor!

All in all, this was a vintage which demanded close observation, 
good decision making, hard work and the luck to have frost-free 
vines. But the happy result is a group of lovely fragrant clarets 
with depth of flavour and class, and a very promising future. 

OF THE YEAR 2017

thewinesociety.com/bordeauxep
01438 741177
The Wine Society, Gunnels Wood Road, Stevenage SG1 2BT

This offer will close at 8pm,  
Tuesday 17th July, 2018  Halves   Magnums

KEY

Smart cellars at Château Belgrave


